
Planets D6 / Serolonis

Name: Serolonis

Class: Terrestrial

Atmosphere: Breathable

Climate: Dry

Primary terrain: Desert

Immigrated species: Arcona, Aqualish, Bith, Balnab, Dowutin,

Gamorrean, Gotal, Human, Nosaurian, Pantoran, Rodian, Snivvian, Nikto, Trandoshan, Twi'lek

Major cities: Safa Toma

Description: Serolonis was a desert planet located in the galaxy. It was known for the sport Riot Racing,

with events held at the Safa Toma Speedway on Safa Toma, where spectators could place bets.

By 19 BBY, it was not under the control of the recently formed Galactic Empire. At that time, Clone Force

99 members Tech, Wrecker, and Omega, as well as information broker Ciddarin Scaleback, arrived at

the planet via a Star Commuter 2000 to meet Cid's droid racer, TAY-0. Cid later made a bet with the

Dowutin crime lord Grini Millegi that TAY-0 would win the next race. However, Nosaurian racer Jet Venim

won the race. Unable to pay, the members of the Bad Batch stepped up and instead made a new deal of

paying double if they lost in the next race. With TAY-0 gone, Tech became the racer for Cid and won the

race, thereby saving Cid from Millegi.

Serolonis was a desert planet which featured mainly sand dunes and rocky terrain. From space, it looked

like a reddish-yellow ball with patches of green. At least one settlement was on the planet, the main

attraction of which was the Safa Toma Speedway, a racecourse with where people could watch Riot

Racing, a sport popular on the planet. By 19 BBY, the world was host to various criminals, smugglers,

and gamblers.

Places of Interest

Safa Toma

Safa Toma was a city on the planet Serolonis. It was best known for the sport Riot Racing, with events

like the Safa Toma Classic being held at the Safa Toma Speedway, where spectators could place bets.

By 19 BBY, it was not under the control of the recently formed Galactic Empire. At that time, Clone Force

99 members Tech, Wrecker, and Omega, as well as information broker Ciddarin Scaleback, arrived at

the city via a Star Commuter 2000 to meet Cid's droid racer, TAY-0. Cid later made a bet with the

Dowutin crime lord Grini Millegi that TAY-0 would win the next race. However, Nosaurian racer Jet Venim

won the race. Unable to pay, the members of the Bad Batch stepped up and instead made a new deal of

paying double if they lost in the next race. With TAY-0 gone, Tech became the racer for Cid and won the

race, thereby saving Cid from Millegi.

Cafe 94



Cafe 94 was something that was advertised at the Safa Toma Speedway on the planet Serolonis.

Droid Repair (Serolonis)

Droid Repair was a droid repair shop on the planet Serolonis, marketed on an Aurebesh billboard

advertisement at the local speedway. A pit droid was pictured on the ad, which included the text

"[obscured] OFF" and "SALE'."

Eastern sand dune

The eastern sand dune was located on the desert planet Serolonis. In 19 BBY, the droid racer TAY-0

heard a rumour that the last Riot Racing sponsor who had failed to pay the gangster Grini Millegi took a

"permanent pit stop" in the dune.

Hyper Tools

Hyper Tools was a hardware store on the planet Serolonis.. An Aurebesh advertisement at the Safa

Toma Speedway was used to market it. It showed the business logo above a pair of tools, and included

the text "SUPER [illegible]" and "BUY SOON."

JJ Diner

JJ Diner was a restaurant with multiple locations throughout the galaxy, one on the planet Serolonis and

another in Ord Mantell City on Ord Mantell. An Aurebesh advertisement at the Safa Toma Speedway was

used to market it. The restaurant's logo featured a green, white, and blue color palette against a dark

background and showed a set of eating utensils—a fork, a table knife, and a spoon—over the logo. The

sign over the entrance of the Ord Mantell location carried the slogan "BEST AFFORDABLE DELICACIES

IN THE GALAXY."

Meatstick Palace

Meatstick Palace was a restaurant on the planet Serolonis where meat sticks were served. An

advertisement at the Safa Toma Speedway was used to market it. It included the text "MEATSTICK

PALACE" and "YUMMI."

Safa Toma Speedway

The Safa Toma Speedway was a racecourse located on the planet Serolonis. Riot Racing events were

held there.

Gambler's Gulch

Gambler's Gulch is a location found in the Safa Toma Speedway on the planet Serolonis. It was a gulch

with three tunnels. The left tunnel was presumably a death trap, so most racers went down the center

tunnel. That changed when the rogue clone, Tech, went through the left tunnel, and survived thanks to

his speeder's high speed.

Left tunnel

The left tunnel was part of the Safa Toma Speedway racecourse on the planet Serolonis. The shortest of

three tunnels through which Riot Racing competitors were funnelled at that point in the course, in the

early Imperial Era, the tunnel was closed due to damage as part of the racetrack was missing.



T&J Repair

T&J Repair was a vehicle repair shop on the planet Serolonis and in Ord Mantell City on Ord Mantell. An

Aurebesh advertisement at the Safa Toma Speedway was used to market it. It showed the company's

logo over a picture of an unknown vehicle. There was an alternate version of the ad, which only showing

the vehicle, in Ord Mantell City. 
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